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Osetra caviar.

smoked salmon mousse onto a Japanese rice cracker and top it with

hours, but store-bought smoked salmon will do as well. We pipe our

At 5 Fusion we smoke our salmon after brining it in a local IPA for 24

Notes from Chef Joe Kim:

and pipe it on crackers, chips, or even cucumber slices.

blend until smooth. Place smoked salmon mousse into a piping bag

grocery store.

This versatile hors d’oeuvre pairs well with the aromatics and botanicals

Smoked Salmon Mousse

Cherry Blossom Bitters

Cherry Blossom Flower Essence

1/2 teaspoon salt

1/2 cup superfine sugar

8 ounces cream cheese

8 ounces smoked salmon

2 tablespoon mascarpone cheese

2 teaspoons yuzu juice

1/4 teaspoon shichimi togarashi (Japanese seven spice)

1 teaspoon honey

7 ounces Everclear

1 ounce AFT Gin

1/2 ounce shoyu

Mix Everclear and cherry blossom petals

Measure all ingredients

Vacuum seal them together and cook them for 24 hours at 52°C

Shake for eight seconds

Strain and garnish with lemon twist
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Oregon Teachers

Each year, teachers across Oregon help us deliver our education nonprofit, KairosPDX, which serves Black and Brown underserved children, their families and their communities.

Onry Zalik and Marsha are two of the five founders of the

With love and inclusion that elevates the voices of historically

eliminate the persistent achievement gap through a model built

elementary school students in Portland. KairosPDX aims to

professionals, they are AFO's first responders and we couldn't

school students. Together with volunteer design and building

Architects in Schools program to over 5,400 elementary

Each year, teachers across Oregon help us deliver our

Ave Maria Performance

Claire Blaylock

AFO in 2020

3 shiso leaves chiffonade

20

3 sprigs of Freeland Spirits Gin.

This versatile hors d’oeuvre pairs well with the aromatics and botanicals

Onry

Guest Speakers

Zalika Gardner & Marsha Williams

The Vision of KairosPDX

KairosPDX to the

on love and inclusion that elevates the voices of historically

AFO Executive Director Claire Blaylock
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